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Abstract 
Fujinba Hydropower Complex is located at a ―Ω‖ shaped large curve bend of Fujiang River in Taihe Town of 
Hechuan City. Both the power plant and the ship lock are located in the same canal at the neck of the curve bend. 
Impact upon navigation safety of ships sailing in approach channels of ship lock by surge wave of unsteady flow 
generated during load shedding operation of generating units can not be ignored. Calculation analysis and model 
study on characteristics of surge wave generated within channel by load shedding of generating units of the power 
plant are made in the article. Results of the research demonstrate that if surge wave with steep peaks generated in the 
approach channel during load shedding of the power plant is carried out simultaneously by 2 or more generating units, 
surge wave in approach channel will exceed the allowable wave height of 0.5m and may endanger navigation safety 
of ships. 
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1. Introduction 
Fujinba Hydropower Complex (FHC) is the third stage of cascade development of navigation of 
Chongqing reach of the main stream of Fujiang River. Development of the Chongqing reach of the river 
is carried out from the lower reaches to the upper reaches. FHC is located at Taihe Town of Hechuan City, 
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53km from downtown of Hechuan. The hydropower complex is connected with Sankuaishi Hydropower 
Complex and Anju Hydropower Complex at the upper and lower reach respectively. FHC is a 
multipurpose project with navigation as its principal function, accompanied with comprehensive 
functions of power generation, water supply and tourism, etc.  
FHC perches at a ―Ω‖ shaped large curve bend of Fujiang River near Taihe Town of Hechuan City. 
Inlet channel, power house, tail race channel and ship lock are all located in a canal excavated in a narrow 
mountain pass at the neck of the curve bend, i.e. Lushuiya Mountain Pass. Inlet channel and tail race 
channel of the power plant share the same canal with the upstream and downstream approach channels of 
ship lock respectively, with the canal divided in the middle by perforated concrete gravity walls. Open-
type inlet channel is 217.0m long and 51.0m wide at the intake, with sole plate elevation at 221.00m. 
Three generating units are installed in the powerhouse, with a single-unit capacity and a single-unit 
quotative discharge of 20MW and 224.8m3/s respectively. The total quotative discharge is 674.4 m3/s.  
Since water diversion channels and ship-lock approach channels of FHC are in the same canal, impact 
upon navigation safety of ships sailing in approach channels of ship lock by surge wave of unsteady flow 
generated during load shedding operation of generating units can not be ignored. Therefore, it is of 
significant importance to safe operation of both the power plant and the ship lock to study characteristics 
of surge wave in the approach channels generated by load shedding of generating units and the impact 
thereof upon shipping safety. 
2. Characteristics of surge wave generated by load shedding of generating units 
2.1. Analysis of characteristics of surge wave generated by load shedding of generating units 
During load shedding of generating unit at the power plant, inlet gate of the generating unit closes up 
rapidly. Due to sudden cutoff of kinetic energy, positive wave transmitting upstream is generated in inlet 
channel thus causing uprise of water level in the channel; and negative wave transmitting downstream is 
generated in tail race channel.  
On the contrary, when load at the power plant is increased, quotative discharge of the power plant 
increases rapidly with high speed rotation of water turbines, thus generating negative wave in inlet 
channel that advances upstream, and positive wave in tail race channel that advances downstream thereby 
cause uprise of water level gradually.  
Since inlet channel and ship-lock approach channel of FHC share the same canal, and no side 
overfalling weir is provided for the canal, load shedding in accident operation at the power plant may 
generate large surge wave in inlet channel. This kind of surge wave brings with it large flow quantity, 
therefore, it comes with large energy and destructive effect and may endanger navigation safety of 
ships[1].  
During load shedding at the power plant, quotative discharge thereof reduces dramatically, thus 
generating in inlet channel a positive wave advancing upstream and causing uprise of water level in the 
channel. Height of surge wave is indicated by ―△h‖ which is the difference of the raised water level and 
the initial water level. Suppose initial water depth in inlet channel is ―h0‖ and initial flow velocity is ― 0‖, 
when load shedding is operated at the power plant, surge wave in the channel moves upstream along the 
channel with a wave speed of ―C‖ and in-wave flow velocity of ― ‖. When fixed transmission speed ―C‖ 
which is opposite to movement of wave is superposed to the entire system, then initial velocity and in-
wave flow velocity is equal to ( 0+C) and ( +C) respectively[2]. For schematic diagram of surge wave 
height calculation, please see Fig. 1. Continuity equations of section 1-1 and 2-2 are formulated as the 
follows: 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of Calculation of Surge Wave Height in Inlet Channel 
(  0+C)F0=(  +C)(F0+△hB’)                                                                                    (1) 
Expansion of the above equation results in:   
 0F0+ C F0=  F0+  △hB′+C F0+ C△hB′                                                                           (2) 
Whereas   0F0= Q0 is initial flow quantity, and   F0+ △hB′=Q is in-wave flow quantity,  
Difference of flow quantity of wave front and wave rear "△Qwave" is expressed in the following 
equation:  
△Qwave= C△hB′                                                                                                                            (3) 
Formulating momentum equations of the two sections of 1-1 and 2-2, and taking water pressure 
difference as the acting force (ignoring frictional force along the way) yields the follows:   
ρ F0( 0+ C)2-ρ (F0+B′△h)(  + C)2=ρ gF0△h+ρ g '2
2
Bh                                   (4) 
In which: ρ—Fluid density, g—Acceleration of gravity. Equation (1) can be expressed as:  
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Inserting equation ( 5 ) into equation ( 4 ) and simplifying the resultant equation arrives at the follows:  
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Calculation equation of upstream-transmitting speed of surge wave can be achieved by extraction of 
the square root at both sides of the equation, and by simplification and transposition:    
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Solving equation (3) and (7) can get the value of wave speed ―C‖ and wave height ― h ‖ respectively. 
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2.2. Calculation of surge wave generated by load shedding of generating units at FHC 
Fujinba Hydropower Complex: Length, width and longitudinal gradient of inlet channel: 217.00m, 
51m and 1/1000 respectively; bottom elevation of intake of inlet channel: 221.00m; normal operation 
water level: 229.00m; initial water level of section at the end of inlet channel: 228.78m; single-unit 
quotative discharge: 224.8m3/s; Maximum quotative discharge: 674.4m3/s (3 generating units). 
From equation ( 3 ), we can get: 
Δh= 
'CB
Qwave                                                                                                            (8) 
In equation (7), since value of ―Δh‖ is small, high power of the same is ignored, thus equation (7) can 
be further simplified as: 
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g——Acceleration of gravity g=9.81m/s.  
F0——Flow cross section area of the channel at initial water level:   F0=51m×7.78m. 
B＇——Since slope at both sides of the channel is steep, “B＇” is taken as the initial value:  B＇
=51m. 
Q  —— Change of quotative discharge of the power plant. If load shedding is performed by all the 3 
generating units, discharge reduces to zero. Maximum change value of quotative discharge is 674.4m3/s.  
0  —— Under initial status, mean flow velocity of the section at load shedding is taken as initial flow 
velocity of the section.  
Substitute the above-mentioned values for the corresponding items in equation (8) and (9), flow 
velocity and wave height of surge wave at the end of fore bay under different load-shedding operation 
conditions at FHC can be calculated, values of which are given in Table 1 hereunder. 
Table 1. Calculation of Surge Wave Generated by Load Shedding at FHC 
Operation Condition Change of Flow Quantity (m3/s)  
Surge Wave Speed ―C‖ 
(m/s) 
Surge Wave Height ― h ‖ 
(m) 
Load shedding of 1 unit  224 8.65 0.53 
Load shedding of 2 units  448 8.42 1.07 
Load shedding of 3 units  674 8.30 1.56 
Note: Observation location is No.7 measuring point in fore bay. 
3. Model study of surge wave generated by load shedding of generating units at FHC 
3.1. Observation instrument and test method of test model 
The purpose of the test is to study impact upon upstream and downstream waterway of ship lock by 
surge wave generated during load shedding of generating unit at the power plant, and to observe height 
and transmission speed of surge wave in upstream approach channel and inlet channel of the power plant 
when load shedding is operated by No.1, 2 and 3 generating units separately or simultaneously under 
varied combinations of water level and flow quantity.  
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Test is carried out on a 1:100 hydraulic model of FHC, which consists of flood discharge structures, 
inlet and tail race channels, and upstream and downstream approach channels of ship lock. Observation 
instrument used in the test comprises Type CS-24 multipoint ultrasonic water level gauge, Type HD-4 
microcomputer flow velocity gauge, computer, timer and thermometer, etc[3]. For test model and layout of 
measuring points, please refer Fig. 2. 
                 
Fig. 2. Test Model and Layout of Measuring Points of Test of Load Shedding Impact of Generating Units at FHC 
Upstream and downstream water levels are adjusted to corresponding values as per operation mode of 
the hydropower complex before performing the test officially. Process of change of water level and flow 
velocity of each point during 15min (prototype) after load shedding of one generating unit (duration from 
start to completion of gate closing is controlled at 22s (prototype), the same hereinafter) are automatically 
recorded. After completion of this set of test, gate and water levels upstream and downstream are resumed 
back to initial status. Tests with 2 units or 3 units shedding load simultaneously or successively are 
carried out one by one. 
3.2. Analysis of test results of load shedding of generating units 
  Analysis of surge wave generated by load shedding of generating units  
Total quotative discharge of the 3 generating units: 674.4m3/s; single unit quotative discharge: 
224.80m3/s; water level in reservoir upstream: 229.00m. Four sets of test are carried out, i.e. with 1 unit 
shedding load, with 2 and 3 units shedding load simultaneously, and with successive load shedding by 3 
units, respectively. Test results are given in Fig. 3 and Table 2. 
It can be seen from test results that inlet gate is closed at a very short time in load shedding operation 
of generating unit (2.2s for the model), water body in inlet channel forms surge wave before the gate 
(No.7 measuring point) in the first place under the effect of inertia. Waves then transmit upstream and 
attenuate gradually. Upon reaching the intake of inlet channel (adjacent to measuring point No.2), waves 
die away quickly. It can also be seen from the diagrams that uprise value of waves generated during load 
shedding operation is related to quantity of generating unit(s) performing load shedding, the greater 
quantity of generating unit(s) the higher value of uprise of waves. Taking measuring point No.7 as an 
example: uprise value is 0.43m, 0.99m and 1.26m when load shedding is done by 1 unit, and done 
simultaneously by 2 units and 3 units, respectively. When 3 units are shedding load simultaneously, 
uprise value is about 3 times of that of 1 unit. In addition, it is observed in the test that successive load 
shedding by 3 units can reduce surge wave height by as much as 30% or so.  
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Fig. 3. Wave Pattern of Surge Wave in Inlet Channel and in Upstream Approach Channel of Ship Lock Generated by Load 
Shedding of Generating Units at FHC 
Table 2. Statistics of Characteristic Value of Surge Wave Generated by Load Shedding at FHC                   
Operation Status  Change of Flow Quantity (m3/s)  Surge Wave Speed ―C‖ (m/s) 
Surge Wave Height ― h ‖ 
(m) 
Load shedding by 1 
generating unit  
224.8 8.88 0.43 
Load shedding by 2 
generating units  
449.6 8.65 0.99 
Load shedding by 3 
generating units  
674.4 8.45 1.29 
Note: Observation location is No.7 measuring point in fore bay. 
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Analysis of test data also demonstrates that the highest and lowest water levels measured at measuring 
point No.4 are the maximum values within approach channel. Maximum amplitude of wave measured in 
each test set is 0.40, 0.89 and 1.08m respectively. The highest and lowest water levels measured at 
measuring point No.7 are the maximum values in inlet channel. Maximum amplitude of wave measured is 
0.43, 0.99 and 1.29m respectively.  
Test data indicate that heights of surge wave generated by simultaneous load shedding of 2 units and 3 
units have already exceeded the allowable standard of 0.5m[4].  
Calculation results show that average period and average wave speed of surge wave in upstream canal 
of the power plant is 110s and 8～9m/s respectively, and those in downstream canal is 260s and 7.4m/s 
respectively. 
 Comparison and analysis of calculated values and test values of load shedding of generating units 
Comparing calculated surge wave value given in Table 1 and test value given in Table 2 , it can be 
observed that they are very close to each other. Data shown in the tables demonstrate that calculated value 
is generally larger than test value but differences between them are within 18%. The main reasons for 
such differences are that complexity of the case has influenced the calculations in many respects, and 
some simplifications are made in the calculation and frictional resistance to transmission of surge wave is 
ignored (see Fig. 4). 
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of Calculated Values and Test Values of Surge Wave Generated by Load Shedding of Generating Unit 
4. Impact upon shipping conditions of ship lock by surge wave generated by load shedding of 
generating unit 
4.1. Control standard of surge wave height 
In regard to impact upon navigational conditions by surge wave generated during load shading of 
generating units, no specific provision is made in respect of control standard of surge wave height in 
related codes and standards of shipping and hydropower industries. Therefore, navigation standard of 
Three Gorges Hydropower Complex (April 1992) is applied in the study. In this standard, allowable wave 
height at gate zone of ship lock approach channel is stipulated as ≤0.5m. 
4.2. Analysis of impact upon navigation conditions in approach channel by surge wave 
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Approach channel of ship lock and generating units of FHC share the same inlet channel. A 
perforated-type dividing gravity wall is built in between for the purpose of cutting down impact upon 
ships entering into ship lock by fluctuations in water diversion channel [5]. It is observed in the tests that 
transmission of surge wave generated by load shedding of generating unit is synchronous at cross sections. 
As far as upstream approach channel and inlet channel are concerned, surge wave arrives at the same 
moment at cross sections with same distance from inlet gate. If surge wave reaches a maximum value at 
measuring point No.7 in the fore bay, it also does so at measuring point No.4 in the approach channel. 
Due to damping effect of perforation on the guide wall, surge wave height at measuring point No.4 in the 
approach channel witnesses a certain degree of attenuation as compared with measuring point No.7. As 
per statistics in Table 3, attenuation rate ranges between 7% and 14%, the faster the change of low 
quantity ― Q  ‖, the larger the change of attenuation rate. 
Table 3. Statistics of Surge Wave Height of Measuring Point No.7 in Fore Bay and No.4 in Approach Channel 
Operation Status 
 
Change of Flow 
Quantity 
)/( 31 smQ  
Surge Wave Height at 
Measuring Point No.7 
)(1 mh  
Surge Wave Height at 
Measuring Point No.4 
)(2 mh  1
21
h
zhh


(%) 
Load shedding by 1 
generating unit 
 
224 0.43 0.40 7 
Load shedding by 2 
generating units 
 
449.6 0.99 0.89 10 
Load shedding by 3 
generating units 
 
674.4 1.26 1.08 14 
 
It is also observed in the tests that during transmission process, energy of surge wave attenuates 
continuously, and values of wave peak and wave valley reduce with the increase of distance from inlet 
gate. 
5. Conclusion 
The following conclusions can be made from the above analysis:  
Since approach channel of ship lock and power plant of FHC share the same inlet channel, surge wave 
with steep peaks generated in the approach channel during load shedding of the power plant can impose 
strong impact upon safety of ships entering and leaving the ship lock, and upon safety of navigation. 
Theoretical calculation and model research upon surge wave generated by load shedding of the power 
plant is carried out in the article and results of the research demonstrate that height of surge wave 
generated by load shedding of 1 generating unit is less than allowable value of wave height. But height of 
surge wave in the channel exceeds by far the allowable value of 0.5m when load shedding is done 
simultaneously by 2 or 3 generating units. 
Decreasing the opening areas of the guide wall or adopting successive load shedding may decrease the 
heights of surge wave in channel and improve navigation conditions. 
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